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Acts 20:1-38

As we hear in Acts 20, Paul most definitely moved consistency of doctrine both publicly and privately, our
around a lot for the sake of proclaiming the Gospel. theology is never segmented but universally true.
Later on, though, in verses 20:17-ff, Paul addresses
Thirdly, note how Paul spoke to Jews and Greeks about
the elders of Ephesus. But what does he highlight?
the repentance toward God and faith toward our Lord
First, Paul states in verse 20 that he did not teach in a Jesus Christ.
Paul was not selective in who he
way that was ‘reserved.’ He was not a coward. He confessed to. He spoke not just to the Jews but also to
openly proclaimed to them; he taught what was of the Greeks, for the message of the Gospel is for ‘all’
value. If Paul would’ve shrunk back from plain people. The message of the Gospel is for all ears to hear
statements of truth out of fear and for the sake of his – it is not tribalistic in the sense that it is only for some
own comfort, all would’ve been lost. Woe to the people and not for others. (see v. 21)
pastor who shrinks back from clear and plain
statements of truth out of fear and out of the desire to Fourthly, and perhaps one of the more recognizable
keep peace and comfort. This is not a sign of a portions of scripture, is what Paul says in verses 28-ff.
(In fact, for the remainder of our study, we will be focusing
faithful shepherd but a hired hand.
on verses 28-ff.) In verses 28-ff, Paul charges the elders
Secondly, note that Paul spoke plainly and clearly to ‘pay attention’ to themselves and the flock! The
both publicly and privately (v. 20). In other words, charge is in the imperative and in the present tense –
what Paul taught in the congregation and what Paul Listen up; pay attention to yourselves and your flock every
taught privately in visits in the homes of parishioners day and at all times! But why? Because the flock of God
was consistent. And so, woe to the pastor who is always under threat of attack. But an attack from
teaches one way before the congregation and another who? In verses 29 and 30, Paul identifies two groups
way before people in private. There ‘must’ be
that threaten the church: savage wolves and factionists.
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The first group is savage wolves, or false shepherds
that would use every means possible to disrupt the
church, to murder the souls of the sheep by
persuading them away to false poisonous doctrine.
And the second group consists of factionists from
within the church that will distort truth and disrupt
unity. Both of these groups will come from within
the church. The savage wolves will enter in and then
disrupt from inside. The second group will arise
from within and then disrupt from inside. Again,
both will destroy the flock. And so, this is the reason
why the Elders need to be alert!
But what are the Elders to be alerted over
specifically? It is important to keep in mind that the
bad fruit of a false teacher is not mainly found in
their immoral outward actions. Keep in mind that
most false teachers are friendly, pious, and morally
upright. However, within the polished appearances
of false teachers is their twisted false doctrine. In
other words, the bad fruit of savage wolves is in their
false theology. The same is true with the factionists.
With factionists, they wreak havoc as well through
disunity. Ah, but keep in mind that there is a
difference between Godly disruptions in the church
and ungodly disruptions.
In other words, the
factionists caused disunity in the church over
distortion of the truth. And so we can summarize
everything by stating: the difference between a
faithful pastor and a savage wolf, as well as the
difference between Godly disruptions and ungodly
disruptions, is whether the truth is being upheld or
distorted. A good shepherd can unsettle a church if
he is confronting false theology – this is good. A
savage wolf can unsettle a church if he is promoting
false theology – this is bad. A faithful member of the
church can cause disunity if he/she is holding to
truth and others are not – this is good. A factionist of
the church can cause disunity if he/she is distorting
the truth and others are not – this is bad. The key is
always the fruit of doctrine – what is the shepherd
teaching and what is the disunity over?
And now we see the importance of being alert! What
is being taught in the church is of no small matter.
Good doctrine influences not only the church’s
outlook but things such as ethics, practice, etc. One
of the main calls of Pastors/Elders to ensure that
good doctrine is being taught and maintained!

